
Breakfast

The National Museum of Saudi Arabia, a prominent component of the King
Abdulaziz Historical Centre in Riyadh, is a good place to start your journey.
It was founded in 1419. Very important and impressive museum covering
the complete history of Saudi Arabia, the Saudi royal family, the
establishment of the kingdom, and everything related to the political
environment. You'll be taken to a variety of antiquities, manuscripts, and
papers that are all arranged chronologically. It has eight main halls,
including the Arab Kingdoms Hall, the Pre-Islamic Era Hall, the Prophet's
Mission Hall, the First Saudi State Hall, the Unification of the Kingdom Hall,
the Hall of Hajj Hall, and the Hall of the Two Holy Mosques.

The museum features intriguing examples of Islamic and Arab art as well as
building design. The masterpieces include a prehistoric elephant skeleton, a
massive meteor discovered in the Saudi Arabian desert's Empty Quarter,
pre-Islamic rock art from the Hejaz area, a replica of the Rosetta stone, and
a Madaian Salah rock-cut tomb.

Enjoy a stroll in one of Saudi Arabia's best outdoor gardens, the National
Museum Park, after that. Enjoy King Abdulaziz's Historical Park with your
loved ones. Then make your way to the Hall of King Abdulaziz, which has a
display of the king's former vehicles.
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Day 1: Arrival in Riyadh

Day 2: Riyadh Highlights

You will be comfortably transported to your accommodation in a well-
appointed, air-conditioned vehicle. Enjoy a peaceful overnight stay in
Riyadh.

(Optional) Riyadh by Night Tour
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Then we'll go on to our next stop, Murraba Palace, one of King Abdulaziz's
most significant palaces. His family was to stay in this palace. It was
constructed with exclusively regional construction supplies in the
traditional Najid style of the area. Enjoy these breathtaking pictures from
Murraba Palace.

Then you will visit the Dira Souq traditional Saudi market, which is famous
for its variety of old copper and brass objects, including silver daggers,
silver Beduin jewelry, and dresses. While entering from the main access, one
always smells sandalwood. Dira Souq is worth buying antique carpets and
other useful Saudi heritage antiques. Then visit the Al Masmak, Enjoy, step
back in time, and explore Saudi Arabia’s roots. Fascinating exhibitions on
display show maps and photographs of Saudi Arabia, alongside a range of
historical artefacts, artworks, and audiovisual attractions. A short
documentary also re-enacts the capture of the fortress by King Abdul Aziz,
whose spearhead you can still see embedded in its wooden gate.

Day 3: Riyadh / Abha City Tour

Breakfast.
Take a morning transfer to the airport to catch your flight to Abha.

The highest point in Saudi Arabia, Jabal Sawda, should be your first stop on
your journey. Soak in the weather and witness the views of the mountains
and the heights. It is located at a height of 3000 meters. Numerous sorts of
lush, green plants and bushes will be visible. The foggy mountains and
valleys will also calm you and help you unwind. Make sure you carry your
coats because it might get chilly.

Go for a cable car ride, it will be a really a lovely experience to take the cable
car and see Abha from above. Going downhill and coming back up again
both take around 20 to 25 minutes. Eight people can easily ride in each
automobile.



The next stop is El Sahab Park, which is situated on top of a mountain. The
view is lovely, and you can constantly see clouds moving by. "Sahab" means
"cloud" when translated literally. This location fits that description. You'll
get the chance to go up into the clouds.

You can always enjoy a scrumptious meal in El Sahab Park.

This hill also has two vantage spots at the top. They are relatively closer to
each other.

Then we go to the Shada Castle, which once had mud walls and is now a
museum of handicrafts. It serves as a representation of the region's lovely
traditional architecture. It contains a wide range of intriguing locally made
crafts, furniture, and other things. It is also one of the very few remaining
traditional structures in Abha, making a visit there a must. This mud-walled
tower, which is surrounded by contemporary construction, offers
fascinating insight into Saudi Arabia's history.

Next, we'll drive to the Al-Muftaha neighborhood, where there is a market
where we can purchase various souvenirs for your friends and families.
Overnight in Abha.
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Day 4: Abha / Jeddah Historical Tour

Breakfast.

Transfer to the airport to take your flight to Jeddah.

Start your journey by going to Jeddah's historic centre (Al-Balad), also
known as the "Old Town," where many of the oldest families used to reside
and do business. It features historic structures, a typical souq, and a variety
of eateries where guests may stroll through historic streets and take in the
old town's distinctive scenery.

The oldest mosque in Jeddah, Al Shafi Mosque, will thereafter be your next
stop.



The historic Jeddah will take you back in time, where all your senses will be
engaged. Stroll through mysterious doorways, hear, and discover
fascinating tales about Jeddah, and take in a lovely walk Al-Balad.

These lesser known but must-see Old Town locations include Beit Nassif,
the Makkah Gate for a picture stop, the Historical Jeddah North Gate Stop
for a photo, and other historical homes. You have a unique opportunity to
experience the fusion of traditional and modern architecture at these
locations. Only locals are aware of the hidden jewels in the Old Market, the
secret galleries in Old Jeddah, and the local cuisine businesses in Jeddah.

The Al Tayebat International City Museum will be your next stop. It is a
labyrinth of many rooms devoted to Islamic art from other Islamic nations
as well as Saudi history, architecture, and interior design. The museum itself
makes for a fantastic photo op.

Pre-Islamic antiquities, magnificent Islamic manuscripts, antiquated coins,
and weapons are all on exhibit on the collection's four floors, together with
stunning furniture, ceramics, and traditional Saudi clothing. There are also
replicas of interiors from various geographical areas. Excellent information
panels and province-specific dioramas are shown beside the exhibits.

At the end of your day, you will be taken to Jeddah Corniche, which is along
the Red Sea, has a beachfront road and recreational facilities.

Overnight in Jeddah
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Breakfast.

Transfer to Jeddah Airport to take your departure flight.

Inclusions:

Day 5: Jeddah – Fly Back Home
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2 Nights hotel accommodation in Riyadh on bed and breakfast basis.
1 Nights hotel accommodation in Jeddah on bed and breakfast basis.
1 Nights hotel accommodation in Abha on a bed and breakfast basis.
All transfers
All your tours and excursions are by A/C vehicle.
Tour leader/driver.
All your visits include entrance fees.
Our prices include all taxes and services

International Airfare.
Saudi Arabia entry visa.
Drinks and any personal expenses.
Tipping
Domestic Ticket

Includes:

Excludes:


